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J.M.RAWAT, DIRECTOR, ZIET CHANDIGARH
 
 
There is an adage about Mathematics: “Mathematics is the Queen of all Sciences”. This adage 
exemplifies the significance, scope and importance of mathematics in the realm of sciences. Being a 
‘Queen’, as a subject, Mathematics deserves to be adored and adm
subject is perceived by the students as 
globe, learning of the subject creates trepidation.
The perception about this subject being difficult in India is rat
mathematicians like Ramanujam, Bhaskara, Aryabatta etc
great men should be a source of inspiration to both students and teachers alike. Yet, as the truth being 
otherwise, making concerted efforts to identify the reason for perceived fears, initiate suitable damage 
control and undertake remedial measures assume paramount importance. Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan, 
as a pace setting educational organization in the field of School
education to its students, For this to equip teachers is very important. Through this three days work shop 
on Goegebra we will open the new doors for exploring mathematics and which in turn will change the 
style of learning math and remove the perceived fear of learning math from the young mind. 
I appreciate the efforts put by the participants from our feeder regions and hope that this material will 
help the teachers in planning effective teaching strategies which wi
marks 
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There is an adage about Mathematics: “Mathematics is the Queen of all Sciences”. This adage 
exemplifies the significance, scope and importance of mathematics in the realm of sciences. Being a 
‘Queen’, as a subject, Mathematics deserves to be adored and admired by all. But unfortunately, this 
subject is perceived by the students as the most difficult subject. Not only in India, but across the 
globe, learning of the subject creates trepidation. 
The perception about this subject being difficult in India is rather surprising as ours is a land of great 

manujam, Bhaskara, Aryabatta etc. The origin and accomplishments of these 
great men should be a source of inspiration to both students and teachers alike. Yet, as the truth being 

king concerted efforts to identify the reason for perceived fears, initiate suitable damage 
control and undertake remedial measures assume paramount importance. Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan, 
as a pace setting educational organization in the field of School Education  always strives to give best 
education to its students, For this to equip teachers is very important. Through this three days work shop 

will open the new doors for exploring mathematics and which in turn will change the 
earning math and remove the perceived fear of learning math from the young mind. 

I appreciate the efforts put by the participants from our feeder regions and hope that this material will 
help the teachers in planning effective teaching strategies which will help the students in scoring good 
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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN, NEW DELHI 
ZONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING, CHANDIGARH 

3 DAY WORKSHOP ON 'GEOGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS' 

DAILY SCHEDULE 
DAY 

09.00 A.M. 
to 09.30 

A.M 
09.30 A.M. to 

11.00 A.M. 
11.15 A.M. to 01.00 

P.M. 
02.00 P.M. to 

03.45 P.M. 
04.00 P.M. to 05.30 

P.M. 

I 
Registration 

and 
Inauguration  

Introduction to 
Geogebra 

Tools and 
Worksheets in 

Geogebra  
Hands on experience and preparation of 

worksheets - Group Work 

II Prayer 
CAS & 3 - D 

Graphics using 
Geogebra 

Presentation of 
Worksheets by 

Groups 
Hands on experience and preparation of 

worksheets - Group Work 

III Prayer 
Uploading 

worksheets and 
Geotube 

Presentation of 
Worksheets by 

Groups 

Preparation of 
Activities Using 

Geogebra - Group 
work 

Valedictory Function  



            DYNAMIC MATHEMATICS FOR SCHOOL  
 
Tell me and I will forget ; show me and I may remember; involve me and I will 
understand - Chinese proverb 
 Students learn by actively participating 
thinking, drawing, and doing. Learning is enhanced when a student sees potential 
implications, applications and benefits to others. Learning builds on current 
understanding( including misconceptions!)
 GEOGEBRA is a dynamic mathematical tools for techers and students through which 
visualisation of mathematical ideas are possisble.
 GEOGEBRA Joins interactive GEO
Most parts of GEOGEBRA are free software available from www.geogebra.org. 
GEOGEBRA is written in java and thus available for multiple platforms. Many parts of 
geogebra have been ported to html5 by using the google web toolkit.
 The creator of GEOGEBRA, Markus
University of Salzburg, continuing it at florida Atlantic University(2006
State University (2008–2009), and now at the University of Linz together with the help of 
open-source developers and translators all over the world. currently, the lead developer 
of GEOGEBRA is Michael Borcherds, a secondary maths teacher. Geogebra plans to 
expand their offerings to include an ipad & android version.

DYNAMIC MATHEMATICS FOR SCHOOL
Tell me and I will forget ; show me and I may remember; involve me and I will 

Students learn by actively participating in observing, speaking, writing, listening, 
thinking, drawing, and doing. Learning is enhanced when a student sees potential 
implications, applications and benefits to others. Learning builds on current 

g( including misconceptions!) 

GEOGEBRA is a dynamic mathematical tools for techers and students through which 
visualisation of mathematical ideas are possisble. 

GEOmetry, alGEBRA, tables, graphing, calculus and statistics.
t parts of GEOGEBRA are free software available from www.geogebra.org. 

GEOGEBRA is written in java and thus available for multiple platforms. Many parts of 
geogebra have been ported to html5 by using the google web toolkit.
The creator of GEOGEBRA, Markus Hohenwarter, started the project in 2001 at the 
University of Salzburg, continuing it at florida Atlantic University(2006

2009), and now at the University of Linz together with the help of 
ranslators all over the world. currently, the lead developer 

of GEOGEBRA is Michael Borcherds, a secondary maths teacher. Geogebra plans to 
expand their offerings to include an ipad & android version. 
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 STEPS TO INSTALL GEOGEBRA ON YOUR COMPUTER    
 DOWNLOAD GEOGEBRA
    
 FOLLOW THE STEPS TO INSTALL GEOGEBRA 
     
 CLICK THE GEOGEBRA ICON TO START GEOGEBRA

INSTALL GEOGEBRA ON YOUR COMPUTER 

DOWNLOAD GEOGEBRA-WINDOWS-INSTALLER FROMwww.geogebra.org 

FOLLOW THE STEPS TO INSTALL GEOGEBRA
IN YOUR COMPUTER 

CLICK THE GEOGEBRA ICON TO START GEOGEBRA

INSTALLER FROM 

FOLLOW THE STEPS TO INSTALL GEOGEBRA 

CLICK THE GEOGEBRA ICON TO START GEOGEBRA 



After starting Geogebra the following Window appears: 



VARIOUS TOOLS AVAILABLE IN THE TOOL BAR 
 S.No. TOOL TOOLS AVAILABLE 

 

1 MOVE  
 

   
 

2 NEW POINT  
 

   
 

3 LINE THROUGH TWO  
 POINTS 

 
 

  
 

   
 



S.No. TOOL TOOLS AVAILABLE 
 

4 PERPENDICULAR LINE  
 

   
 

5 POLYGON  
 

   
 

6 CIRCLE WITH CENTER  
 WITH TWO POINTS 

 
 

  
 

   
 



S.No. TOOL TOOLS AVAILABLE 
 

7 ELLIPSE  
 

   
 

8 ANGLE  
 

   
 

9 REFLECT OBJECT  
 ABOUT LINE 

 
 

  
 

   
 



S.No. TOOL TOOLS AVAILABLE 

10 INSERT TEXT  

   

11 SLIDER  

   

12 MOVE GRAPHICS VIEW  

   



 S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED     Create segment AB LINE THRUGH TWO POINTS 
     (Segment between two 
     points) 
    Create a perpendicular to segment AB PERPENDICULAR LINE 
    through B (Perpendicular Line) 
    Insert a new point c on the perpendicular POINT (New point) 
    Construct a parallel line to segment PERPENDICULAR LINE 
 

1 CONSTRUCTION AB through point C. (Parallel Line) 
 

OF A RECTANGLE Create a perpendicular line to PERPENDICULAR LINE   
    segment AB through point A. (Perpendicular Line) 
    Create intersection point D NEW Point (Intersect Two 
     Objects) 
    Create the polygon ABCD. POLYGON (Polygon) 
    Hide the lines to get the Rectangle ABCD 
    Save the construction 
    Apply the drag test to check if the construction is correct 
 

      
      

   Construct a rectangle by the previous steps 
          Using Object Properties Display the measurement of the sides of the 
  PERIMETER AND rectangle  
 

    

2 AREA OF A Enter p_1 = a + b + c + d in the input box 
  RECTANGLE    

 Enter a_1 = a + b + c + d in the input box     
 

         Create dynamic texts for perimeter ABC (Insert Tex) 
    and area using p_1 and a_1  
 

         Drag the vertices and check the result 
                Create segment AB LINE THRUGH TWO POINTS 
     (Segment between two 
     points) 
    Create a perpendicular to segment AB PERPENDICULAR LINE 
    through A & B (Perpendicular Line) 
    Construct a circle with center B and CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
    through A THROUGH POINTS (Circle 
     With Center Through 
 

3 CONSTRUCTION OF  Points) 
 

A SQUARE Create the intersection point C NEW Point (Intersect Two        Objects) 
    Draw a parallel line to AB through C PERPENDICULAR LINE 
    (Parallel Line)      
 

         Create the intersection point C NEW Point (Intersect Two 
     Objects) 
    Create the polygon ABCD. POLYGON (Polygon) 
          Hide the perpendiculars and circle drawn 
    Drag the vertices and check the result 
 

      
       CHECKING THE Create an arbitrary triangle ABC. POLYGON (Polygon) 

 

4 PROPERTIES OF A Show the interior angles of the triangle ANGLES 
 TRIANGLE Create spreadsheet or Text to check the properties   
    Apply the drag test to check your construction 
       

       



     S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED 
 

       Draw a line segment of length 5 cm LINE THRUGH TWO POINTS 
    (Segment with given 
    length) 
   Draw a circle centered at A with radius CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
  CONSTRUCTION OF 3 cm THROUGH POINTS (Circle 
   with center and radius)   A TRIANGLE WITH  
 

    

5 GIVEN DATA Draw a circle centered at B with radius CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
 4 cm THROUGH POINTS (Circle   AB = 5cm; BC = 4    with center and radius)   cm, AC=3 cm  
 

 Create the intersection point C NEW Point (Intersect Two    
    Objects) 
 

       Create the polygon ABC POLYGON (Polygon) 
        Hide the circles drawn 
   Identify the other angles 
      

       Draw a line segment of length 6 cm LINE THRUGH TWO POINTS 
    (Segment with given 
    length) 
   Locate an angle BAC = 70 at A Angle 
  CONSTRUCTION OF  (Angle with given size) 
  A TRIANGLE WITH Join the located point with A LINE THRUGH TWO POINTS 
  GIVEN DATA  (Segment) 
 6 AB = 6 cm, Draw a circle centered at B with radius CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
  BAC = 70; 5 cm THROUGH POINTS (Circle 
   with center and radius)   AC=5 cm   

 Create the intersection point C NEW Point (Intersect Two    
    Objects) 
   Create the polygon ABC POLYGON (Polygon) 
   Hide the circle drawn 
       Identify the other angles of the triangle 
      

       Create segment AB LINE THRUGH TWO POINTS 
    (Segment between two 
    points) 
   Construct a circle with center A CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
   through B THROUGH POINTS (Circle 
    With Center Through 
    Points) 
  CONSTRUCTION OF Construct a circle with center B CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
 

7 AN EQUILATERAL through A THROUGH POINT(Circle 
  With Center Through Point)   TRIANGLE  
   Create the point of intersect C NEW Point (Intersect Two 
    Objects) 
   Create the polygon ABC in POLYGON (Polygon) 
   counterclockwise direction  
   Hide the two circles 
   Show the interior angles of the triangle ANGLES 
   Save the construction 
   Apply the drag test to check if the construction is correct 
 

     
      



     S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED 
 

       Create segment AB LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
    (Segment between two points) 
   Locate midpoint C of AB. NEW POINT (Midpoint or 
    center) 
   Draw a perpendicular to AB through C PERPENDICULAR LINE 
  CONSTRUCTION OF  (Perpendicular Line) 
 8 AN ISOSCELES Insert a new point D on the POINT (New Point) 
  TRIGNALE perpendicular drawn  
   Create the polygon ABD POLYGON (Polygon) 
   Hide the perpendicular drawn  
   Show the interior angles of the triangle ANGLE (Angle) 
   Save the construction 
   Apply the drag test to check if the construction is correct 
 

     
       Create an arbitrary triangle ABC. POLYGON (Polygon) 

   Locate the mid-points of the sides AB, NEW POINT (Midpoint or 
   BC, CA Center) 
 

 CONSTRUCTION OF Join the vertices with the midpoint of the LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS     9 CENTROID OF A opposite sides (Segment between two points) 
  TRIANGLE Create intersection point of all NEW Point (Intersect Two 
   medians Objects) 
   Hide all the medians  
   Apply drag test to check the properties of centroid 
 

     
       Create an arbitrary triangle ABC. POLYGON (Polygon) 

   Construct perpendicular bisector for PERPENDICULAR LINE 
   sides AB, BC & CA (Perpendicular Bisector) 
   Create the intersection point D NEW Point (Intersect Two 
  CONSTUCTION OF Objects)      10 CIRCUMCIRCLE OF Construct a circle with center at D and CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
  A TRIANGLE through one of the vertices of triangle THROUGH POINT (Circle With 
   ABC Center Through Point) 
   Hide the perpendicular bisectors 
   Save the construction 
   Apply the drag test to check if the construction is correct 
 

     
       Create an arbitrary triangle ABC. POLYGON (Polygon) 

 
       Construct the angle bisectors of A, B, PERPENDICULAR LINE (Angle 

   C Bisector) 
   Create the points of intersection of angle NEW Point (Intersect Two 
   bisectors Objects) 
  CONSTRUCTION OF Construct the perpendiculars from PERPENDICULAR LINE 
 

11 INCIRCLE OF A incenter to all the sides of the triangle (Perpendicular Line) 
 Create the intersection points of the NEW Point (Intersect Two   TRIANGLE   perpendicular with the sides Objects)    
   Draw the circle centered at the incentre CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
   and passing through the points on the THROUGH POINT (Circle With 
   sides Center Through Point) 
 

  Hide all the lines  
   Apply drag test to check the properties of centroid 
      

     



           S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED   
 

             Create an arbitrary triangle ABC. POLYGON (Polygon)  
     Construct the perpendicular from every PERPENDICULAR LINE  
    CONSTRUCTION OF vertex to the opposite sides (Perpendicular Line)  
   12 ORTHOCENER OF A Locate the point of intersection of all the NEW Point (Intersect Two  
    TRIANGLE perpendiculars Objects)  
     Hide all the perpendiculars    
     Apply drag test to check the properties of orthocenter  
 

                      Construct a quadrilateral POLYGON (Polygon)  
 

             Locate the midpoints of all the sides of NEW POINT (Midpoint or  
     the quadrilateral Center)  
   13 Properties of Construct a polygon through these POLYGON (Polygon)  
   Parallelogram midpoints    
        

             Hide the points and the quadrilateral  
     Show the angles and length of the sides  
     Apply the drag test to check the property of parallelogram  
 

                      Construct a circle Circle  
      (Circle with center through a  
      point)  
    Properties of Cyclic Locate three more points POINT  
 

    (Point)     14 Quadrilateral   
 

  Construct Polygon ABCD POLYGON   
          

      (Polygon)  
     Show the angles of the cyclic quadrilateral  
             Apply the drag test to check the property of cyclic qudarilateral  
 

         
             Construct segment AB = 6 cm    

              Draw a circle centered at A with radius CIRCLE WITH CENTER  
     5 cm THROUGH POINTS (Circle  
      with center and radius)  
     Draw a circle centered at B with radius CIRCLE WITH CENTER  
     3 cm THROUGH POINTS (Circle  
      with center and radius)  
    Construction of a Locate the point of intersection C Point (Intersect)  
    quadrilateral with     
             given data Construct perpendicular bisector for PERPENDICULAR LINE  
    AB=6 cm, (Perpendicular Bisector)  
   15 sides AB, BC & CA             BC = 4 cm,     
    AC = 5 cm, Locate the point of intersection Point (Intersect)  
           AD = 4 cm     
 

   Draw a circle centered at B with radius CIRCLE WITH CENTER        
     4 cm THROUGH POINTS (Circle  
      with center and radius)  
     Locate the point of intersection D Point (Intersect)  
     Join AD, CD Line  
      (Segment)  
     Hide the circles and perpendicular bisectors  
     Apply Drag test to test the properties of quadrilateral  
 

         



     S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED 
 

       Take Two points A, B Point (point) 
 

       Draw a circle centered at A passing Circle (Circle with center 
   through B through point) 
   Draw a circle centered at B passing Circle (Circle with center 
   through A through point) 
   Locate the point of intersections as C Point (intersect) 
   and D  
   Draw a circle centered at C passing Circle (Circle with center 
   through A through point) 
 

16 CONSTRUCTION OF Locate the point of intersections as E Point (intersect) 
 REGULAR HEXAGON   
       Draw a circle centered at D passing Circle (Circle with center 
   through A through point) 
   Locate the point of intersections as F Point (intersect) 
 

       Draw a circle centered at E passing Circle (Circle with center 
   through A through point) 
   Locate the point of intersections as F Point (intersect) 
        Construct Polygon FEGCBD Polygon (Polygon) 
   Display the interior angles and sides of the hexagon 
   Use the drag test to check the properties 
 

     
       Construct different regular polygons by POLYGON (Regular Polygons) 

   entering the number of sides  
   Apply the drag test to check the properties of the regular polygons 
  CONSTRUCTION OF Insert a slider with minimum 3, SLIDER (Slider) 
 17 REGULAR maximum 10, increment 1  
  POLYGONS Construct a regular polygon and make POLYGON (Regular Polygons) 
   the number of sides as ‘a’  
   Move the slider to get different regular polygons 
   Use ‘animation on’ to get the regular polygons automatically 
 

     
       Draw two chords on the circle LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 

    (Segment between two 
    points) 
  LOCATING THE Draw the perpendicular bisectors of PERPENDICULAR LINE 
 18 CENTER OF THE these two chords (Perpendicular Bisector) 
  GIVEN CIRCLE Locate the point of intersection of these NEW Point (Intersect Two 
   perpendicular bisectors Objects) 
   Hide all the lines 
   Apply drag test to check the construction 
 

     
       Draw a line segment AB Line (Segment) 

 
       Draw semicircle with diameter AB Circle 

    (Semicircle through two 
  VERIFICATION OF  points) 
 19 Locate a point C on the semicircle Point (Point)  THALES THEROEM 
   Join AB and AC Line (Segment) 
     
   Show C Angle (Angle) 
   Use Drag test to check the theorem 
 



 S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED     Draw a circle Circle 
     (Circle with center through 
     point) 
    Locate two points on the circle Point (Point) 
 

       VERIFICATINO OF Draw Chord through these points Line (Segment) 
 

20 ANGLES IN THE Locate two more points on the alternate Point (Point) 
 segment    SAME SEGMENT   

 Join these points with the end points of Line (Segment)     
    the chord  
    Show the angles made in the alternate Angle (Angle) 
    segment  
 

   Use Drag test to check the Property 
 

         Create segment AB LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
     (Segment between two points) 
    Construct the given angle ANGLE (Angle with given size) 
      
    Draw a circle with center at B and CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
    having center more than half of AB THROUGH POINT (Compass) 
    Locate the point of intersection D NEW Point (Intersect Two 
  Construction of  Objects) 
 

21 angle bisector of a Join DA’ LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
  (Segment between two points)  

 given angle   

 Draw two circles with radius more than CIRCLE WITH CENTER     
    half of DA’ and centered at A’ and A THROUGH POINT (Compass) 
    Locate the point of intersection of these NEW Point (Intersect Two 
    two circles F Objects) 
    Join BF LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
     (Line through two points) 
    Decorate the angles 
    Create spreadsheet to check the properties 
       

         Draw Segment AB LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
     (Segment between two points) 
    Draw a circle centered at A and CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
    passing through B THROUGH POINT (Circle With 
     Center Through Point) 
    Locate a point C outside the circle NEW POINT (New Point) 
    Join AC LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
     (Segment between two points) 
 

22 Construction of Locate the midpoint D of segment AC NEW POINT (Midpoint or 
 

tangent to a circle  Center) 
  Construct a circle with center at D and CIRCLE WITH CENTER 
    passing through C THROUGH POINT (Circle With 
     Center Through Point) 
    Locate the points of intersection E and NEW Point (Intersect Two 
    F of the two circles Objects) 
    Join CE, CF LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
     (Segment between two points) 
    Hide the circle, lines and points 
 

   Apply drag test to check the construction 
 

      



    

S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED 
   Select Algebra and Geometric view   

    Draw segment AB of length 3 units on  LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
    x axis  (Segment between two points) 
    Draw segment AC of length 4 units on  LINE THROUGH TWO POINTS 
    y axis  (Segment between two points) 
  PYTHAGORAS Construct Polygon ABC  POLYGON (Polygon) 
 23 THEOREM Hide the axes  
    Draw regular polygons of side 4 with  POLYGON (Regular Polygons) 
    AB, BC, AC as bases   
    Decorate the different Squares formed   
    Show the area of the three squares  ANGLE (Area) 
    formed   
    Apply the drag test to check the property of the theorem 
        

          Insert slider for a,b,c & Set the min  SLIDER (Slider) 
    value as 0, max value as 5, increment   
 

24 GRAPH OF A LINE as 1   
 Enter ax + by + c = 0 in input box       
    Change the values in the slider to get different lines 
    Insert Text to get the equations  
 

         Select Algebra and Graphics View and show grid  
  Graphical Solution Enter the two equations in the input box  
 

25 of linear equations Locate the point of intersection of the  NEW Point (Intersect Two 
  in two variables two lines  Objects) 
    Decorate the lines and point to show   
    the solution   
        

        Select Algebra and Graphics View and show grid 
    Insert sliders a_1 , b_1 & c_1 with  SLIDER (Slider) 
    defaulter settings   
    Enter the equation line_1 : a_1x + b_1y = c_1 in the input box 
    Insert sliders a_2, b_2 & c_2with  SLIDER (Slider) 
    defaulter settings   
    Enter the equation line_2 : a_2x + b_2y = c_2 in the input box 
    Create dynamic texts by selecting  ABC (Insert Tex) 
  VISUALISING line_ 1 and line_2 as objects   
 

26 SYSTEM OF LINEAR Locate the point of intersection A of  NEW Point (Intersect Two 
 EQUATIONS IN both the lines  Objects)      TWO VARIABLES Enter xcoordinate = x(A) in the input box  
    Enter ycoordinate = y(A) in the input box  
    Create dynamic texts solution x =  ABC (Insert Tex) 
    and select  x coordinate from objects   
    Create dynamic texts solution x =  ABC (Insert Tex) 
    and select  x coordinate from objects   
    Decorate both the lines  
    Move the sliders to get system of linear equations in two variables and 
 

   their solutions  
 

       



    

S.No. ACTIVITY CONSTRUCTION STEPS TOOL TO BE USED 
  Select Algebra and Graphics View  

   Select Spreadsheet view VIEW (Spreadsheet) 
  GRAPHICAL Enter the values in the Column A of the worksheet 
  REPRESENTATION Select all the values in the column A 
 27 OF DATA : Click One Variables analysis to get HISTOGRAM (One 
 

 the Histogram variable Analysis)   HISTOGRAM  

 Click x to get Statistics of the data entered    
 

  Select the options to view Histogram, Frequency table, 
   Frequency Polygon and Cumulative Frequency curve 
 

       Select Algebra view 
  CONSTRUCTING Insert Slider a from -5 to 5 with SLIDER (Slider) 
 

28 FAMILY OF increment 1  
      

PARABLOAS     Enter the equation y2 = 4ax in the input box 
 

  Move the slider to get the family of parabolas 
 

      SOLUTION TO Select Algebra View 
 29 INEQUATIONS Enter the in-equations in the input box to get the common solution 
     
 

      AREA AND Construct a polygon POLYGON (Polygon) 
 30 PERIMETER OF A Select the polygon and click area to ANGLE (Area) 
  POLYGON get the area  
      

       
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  
 

 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 

INAGURAL FUNCTION 

GROUP PHOTO 

ACTIVITIES 



 
 
 
 


